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ABSTRACT
In the pursuit of improved power density and efficiency of power-electronics, there
is a need to develop high temperature die-attach materials that are mechanically sta-
ble at operating temperatures of 300◦C and provide excellent thermal conductivity
between die and substrate materials. There are no obvious choices for all applica-
tions, however, low temperature sintering silver nanopastes show great promise given
their inherent high melting point, and corrosion resistance. One challenge these ma-
terials face is recrystallization at operating temperatures. Recrystallization and grain
growth reduce the sinterability of these materials, by removing the paths of diffusion
grain boundaries provide, and lower the mechanical strength of the sintered joints.
One possible approach to overcome these problems is to employ alloying to stabilize
the grain boundaries by segregation or precipitation at grain boundaries, provided
that the alloying element does not interfere with the sinterability at low tempera-
tures. One such candidate system is Ag-Sn.
This research investigates the microstructural evolution of Ag-Sn alloys, prepared
via cryogenic high-energy ball milling, as well as their sinterability. Multiple Sn
compositions were studied ranging from 6-15at%Sn. Cryomilling is shown to extend
the solid solubility of Sn in Ag from 8 to 15.4at% at room temperature, as well
as produce anomalous Bragg peak shifting attributed to the presence of stacking
faults and dislocation loops. These alloys prove to sinter better and achieve higher
densification than pure Ag. The 15at%Sn alloy achieves a density of 65% when
compacted at 350◦C for 1hr under 7 MPa applied load, compared to 54% for pure
Ag under similar conditions, even though the average particle size is an order of
magnitude smaller than that of the Ag-Sn alloy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Electronic packaging is an area of technology that encompasses the mechan-
ical and electrical interconnections made between individual electronic components
such as semiconductor chips or dies, and their own packaging or substrate materials.
Packaging is a critical determinant of the efficiency of any power electronic devices.
The interconnections between dies and their substrates determine how well electronic
signals may be carried, the maximum current applied, and also will affect device per-
formance by their ability to dissipate heat towards sinks. Pb-Sn alloys have proved
to be quite an effective material when it comes to providing the desirable proper-
ties required for electronic packaging applications including good heat dissipation,
electromigration resistance and resistance to thermal fatigue. However, there has
been a concerted effort over the past 10 years to develop Pb-free alternatives for the
microelectronics industry, specifically die attach materials. As of July 1st 2006, all
electronics being sold to the EU, or manufactured within, are to be prohibited of
containing Pb and other hazardous substances. Pb is a highly toxic substance, even
at low levels of exposure. This restriction of hazardous substances directive (RoHS)
and legislation like it are trying to effectively reduce the amount of lead found in
landfills due to microelectronic waste, as these devices may be broken and the lead
may leach out into the drinking water. This simple yet dangerous metal has proven
to be difficult to replace for die-attach applications.
1.1 Desirable Properties of Lead and Current Alternatives
Pb has been used for many years in microelectronic devices because of the ad-
vantageous properties it presents. Pb is able to wet conventional substrates very well.
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This ability to wet allows for much greater heat dissipation from the working semi-
conductor to the substrate. Pb’s ability to dissipate heat is even further enhanced
considering the thermal conductivity of Pb-Sn solders to be around 50W/mK [1].
Other lead-free candidates such as Sn-Cu alloys may reach similar thermal conduc-
tivity values, but they lack the good wetting ability [2,3]. Pb also performs well under
the thermal fatigue experienced by these die-attach materials. Being a ductile metal,
there is sufficient plasticity in the material to withstand the high cycle shear stresses
produced by coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between die and sub-
strate. Furthermore, when it comes to long-term reliability, Pb-Sn alloys do not form
intermetallic compounds during service, which may embrittle the die-attach joints.
In order to create a lead-free material for die-attach applications, all of the beneficial
properties mentioned must be met or exceeded. The solution to this problem isnt
trivial; there are many candidate materials, each with their own set of pros and cons,
in many cases these materials will only outperform Pb-Sn alloys with respect to a
few properties. This problem becomes even more involved with the introduction of
wide bandgap semiconductors in microelectronics. These devices function with larger
voltages, higher frequencies and ultimately require joints and die-attach materials
that can accommodate the significant increase in heat production compared to the
average silicon device [4].
1.2 Lead-Free Alternatives
Much research is being performed on candidate lead-free materials. In regards
to die-attach materials, popular alternatives include gold, zinc solders, conductive
epoxies and low temperature sintering silver alloys. Au-Sn solder alloys are used
in a large number of high temperature electronic applications, laser diodes being a
great example [5]. These alloys, usually of Au80Sn20 composition, have high yield
strengths allowing them to be used effectively at high temperatures. They also provide
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a soldering option which is fluxless due to the inert nature of Au. One downside,
however, is that the superior stiffness of these solders may induce larger elastic stresses
to the die material at operating temperatures. Zinc solder alloys behave in a similar
manner providing also higher strengths for elevated temperature applications, with
an added benefit that Zn based alloys are less expensive than those of Au [6]. But of
course, Zn also has its drawbacks being brittle in nature and sensitive to oxidation.
1.3 Application of Silver
Along with the directives put in place by the European Union, there exists further
motivation for novel die-attach materials brought upon by the emerging use of silicon
carbide as a replacement technology for silicon. Silicon carbide devices can achieve
higher performance compared to silicon when operated at higher temperatures. The
service temperature range of most traditional solder alloys is limited to around 150◦C
due to their low melting points. The high power electronics made from silicon carbide
may experience operating temperatures close to 300◦C, where many solder alloys will
melt. This need for temperature resistant as well as lead-free die-attach material
alternatives has made Ag a very promising candidate. Ag has both higher thermal
and electrical conductivity compared to Pb-Sn alloys and better corrosion resistance
than other Pb free alternatives such as Bi and Zn based alloys. Ag in bulk form as
a high melting temperature as well, (961◦C). Ag die-attach materials are not pro-
cessed in the same way as solder alloys. Instead of applying a molten alloy to the
die and substrate, Ag alloys are introduced as either micron-sized flakes or nanoscale
pastes, which are then processed through a low temperature joining technique LTJT
[7]. This technique relies on sintering of the Ag flakes or particles and the application
of pressure to form a dense strong joint between die and substrate materials. The
sintered joint has similar melting point to that of the bulk Ag and can withstand
much higher temperatures than traditional solder alloys [7].
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There are however, certain challenges associated with the use of Ag alloys. Ag is
toxic to microorganisms, in particular aquatic life; however, there is no evidence
for carcinogenicity, neurotoxicity, or reproductive and developmental toxicity [8].
One of the biggest problems that Ag alloys face as die-attach materials is their
limited sinterability at temperatures below 300◦C. It has been conjectured [Aver-
back,Bellon,private communication] that the onset of recrystallization and grain growth
upon sintering may contribute to this limited sinterability. The formation of stress
free grains and their successive growth through the microstructure eliminates avenues
of high diffusivity needed for low temperature sintering capability as well as reducing
die shear strength. It thus appears beneficial to reduce or eliminate recrystallization
for these sintered alloys, in order to ensure proper densification and integrity of the
sintered joints.
1.4 Overview of Research
The purpose of this research was to study the effect Sn alloy addition has on
cryomilled Ag alloys for low-temperature sintering die-attach applications. The com-
bination of alloying element and processing route provides likely mechanisms in which
recrystallization can be avoided, while achieving high densification. Sn was chosen
as the alloying element as there has been previous work showing the positive rela-
tion between Sn concentration and recrystallization temperature of Ag. In addition,
Sn possesses a positive vacancy-solute binding energy within Ag. This binding en-
ergy increases the diffusivity of Ag and Sn in Ag-Sn alloys [Landolt-Bornstein, vol
26., series[III]], which may have a beneficial impact on sintering rates, as long as the
microstructure is resistant against grain growth and recrystallization. We also note
that ball milling of these alloys will introduce a high concentration of point, line and
planar defects, which should increase the densification rate of the alloy. This research
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aims to follow answer the following questions:
• What morphology and microstructure results after cryomilling of Ag-Sn alloys?
• How do these alloys respond to annealing, in terms of microstructural and/or
phase evolution?
• What is the sintering and densification behavior of as-milled powders?
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Solid-State Sintering
Solid-state sintering is a mass transport process that occurs mainly in powder poly-
crystalline materials. It is a process used in powder metallurgy and ceramics processing
to form parts which are close to theoretical density without bringing the materials to their
melting temperature. This is useful especially when one is dealing with refractory metals
or ceramics in which traditional casting isnt a viable option for manufacturing. Sintering
of particles occurs by the growth of necks connecting particles together. This growth oc-
curs due to the large surface free energy associated with regions of large curvature between
adhered particles. In order to minimize the surface free energy of the system, material is
moved from the adjacent particles (source) to the neck (sink) in order to reduce the surface
free energy. There are at least six different mechanisms by which material is transported to
the necks and they are given in Table 1.
Each mechanism listed contributes differently to the sintering and mass transport of
material to the neck, depending on particle size, temperature and even microstructure. To
add to the complexity, only mechanisms 4-6 actually contribute to the densification of the
material [1]. There are many factors which contribute to the sintering or densification rate
experienced by the particles including their size, sintering temperature and external stress.
The extremely small particle size of the silver nanopastes allow for low temperature densi-
fication with little or no applied stress[2]. This is very valuable for ease of manufacturing.
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2.2 Die-Attach Materials and Processing
Moores law tells us that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit will ap-
proximately double every two years mainly due to advances in processing. But as we reach
the physical limits of processing, we require new materials in order to significantly improve
power and efficiency of devices. The use of wide band gap semiconductors would allow
for this higher power output by utilizing higher voltages across the devices. These wide
bandgap semiconductors, however, produce significant amounts of heat and require proper
heat dissipation to ensure efficiency. Die-attach materials provide the heat dissipation be-
tween die and substrate necessary for maximized performance of these devices. Die-attach
materials connect semiconductor chips or other power-electronics to the substrate or pack-
aging of a device. Figure 1 provides a general diagram of the die-attach bonding between
die and substrate. There are three commonly studied die attach materials, each with their
own processing techniques:
• Solder alloys
• Conductive pastes
• Low temperature sintered alloys
2.2.1 Solder Alloys
Solder alloys are made from low melting point metals which flow easily and can wet the
die and substrate materials well. Common materials include Sn alloyed with heavy metals
such as Pb, Bi, Cu, Ag, Zn, Sb, and In. These materials can be applied to the die and
substrate in a variety of ways. A popular technique is the wire dispensing process, shown
in Figure 2. In this process the solder alloy, in form of a wire, is drawn onto the substrate
surface and the substrate is heated in order to melt the solder. This molten solder spread
across the die area, the die is pressed onto the molten solder and after cooling, the die attach
solidifies [3]. Solder alloys main advantage and attraction is that its ease of implementing
in manufacturing processes allows it to be used for many different applications.
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2.2.2 Conductive Epoxies
Another viable class of die attach materials are electrically conductive epoxies or ad-
hesives (ECA). These materials rely on the suspended conducting particles within the resin
for both their thermal and electrical conductivity. These materials are essentially a poly-
meric material embedded with metal filler materials such as gold or silver flakes, see Figure
3. When cured between the die and substrate, an electrically conductive bridge is created
from the particle contacts within the epoxy spanning across the joint. Normally, ECAs are
printed in a paste form consisting of the uncured epoxy and metal filler composite, then
it is cured with either heat or UV light. ECAs are best used for lower temperature appli-
cations as the thermal conductivity of the epoxy resin is limited and in cases of very thin
die attaching, the polymeric material may vaporize and cause failure. Conductive epoxy
materials do have the advantage of having lower elastic moduli thereby reducing the stresses
experienced by the die at service temperatures.
2.2.3 Low Temperature Sintering Silver Pastes
Silver pastes play an important role in the microelectronics industry. These materials
consist of micro or even nanoscale particles of silver mixed with different types of dispersions
and organic solvents, an example is provided in Figure 4 [4]. These materials, when printed,
are in a paste form, but with the application of heat, the organic solvents and dispersions
volatize leaving the silver particles to undergo solid-state diffusion, forming an extremely
conductive layer for both electricity and heat. Solvents are added to avoid agglomeration
and/or aggregation of particles. The solvents also act to avoid non-densification diffusion
reactions at lower temperatures [4]. When these materials were initially produced, they were
not nanoscale, instead consisting of micron-sized flakes, requiring higher processing temper-
atures in order to achieve satisfactory densification. Nowadays, nanoscale silver pastes are
widely available, and attributed to their reduced particle size, they exhibit higher densifi-
cation rates at lower temperatures and with minimal or no applied pressure.
Because these materials consist almost entirely of Ag, they should be very temperature
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resistant, perfect for the use of wideband gap semiconductors. This however, is not the
entirely the case. There are problems still associated with these materials in particular
thermal stability. At service temperatures for wide band gap devices (300◦C), recrystalliza-
tion and grain growth occur in the silver paste. These processes do not contribute to the
densification of the sintered joint and may reduce densification rate, as well as mechanical
strength. These reactions reduce the grain boundary area within particles and essentially
eliminate pathways of accelerated diffusion needed for densification. In response to this
problem, research is being performed to increase the thermal stability of these pastes by
avoiding recrystallization and grain growth by means of alloying additions.
2.3 Ag-Sn System
Seen in the Ag-Sn phase diagram, Figure 5, there are two particular phases of rele-
vance to this work. They are the fcc Ag solid solution (Ag) and the disordered hcp zeta
phase (ζ).At room temperature, the Ag solid solution exists from 0-8at%Sn, the two-phase
coexistence between 8 and 12at%Sn and zeta exists between 12 and 17at%Sn. This research
proposes the use of Sn as an alloy addition to Ag due to its effect on the recrystallization
temperature of Ag. Sn has been shown to raise the recrystallization of Ag by Shigenori et
al [5].
Figure 6 illustrates the significant increase in recrystallization temperature of a pure
Ag alloy with the addition of Sn. This effect is attributed to the large positive vacancy-
solute binding energy Sn solute atoms have within the Ag matrix. Due to the large size
of the Sn solute atom, it is very favorable to relax compressive stresses within the matrix
by binding a vacancy to the Sn solute atom. This positive binding energy means that
vacancies are not free to diffuse within the Ag matrix without a drag effect produced by
the Sn solute. One other substantial benefit Sn provides is its low melting point (232◦C).
With the melting point of Ag at 961◦C, addition of Sn will lower the alloys melting point,
enhancing diffusional processes.
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2.4 Driven Systems
The Ag-Sn alloys studied in this work have been synthesized by high-energy ball milling
at cryogenic temperatures, as detailed in the next section. During high-energy ball milling,
powders are repeatedly subjected to plastic deformation, which can force alloys and mi-
crostructures into non-equilibrium states, especially when milling is performed at cryogenic
temperature. In fact, during processing or in service, materials often subjected to different
forms of energy, develop non-equilibrium states in regard to their structure, phase equi-
librium and microstructure. These systems are sometimes referred to as driven systems.
Common examples include materials subjected to irradiation and severe plastic deformation.
In such systems, non-equilibrium states can directly result from the processes introduced
by the external forcing, or indirectly as a result of the competition between these forced
processes with intrinsic processes that try to promote relaxation toward thermodynamic
equilibrium.
Irradiation of materials is a widely studied field for the selection and design of irradiation
tolerant materials for next generation nuclear power plants (NPP). Atomistic simulations
done by Averback and Bellon, show through kinetic Monte Carlo simulations that for an
alloy that would be immiscible at equilibrium at low temperatures, irradiation can sta-
bilize three unique steady states because of the competing kinetic reactions taking place;
macroscopic scale decomposition, phase dissolution resulting in a solid solution, and/or sur-
prisingly, nanoscale compositional patterning. [6].
Severe plastic deformation (SPD) may also produce similar behavior to that of irradi-
ated materials. Instead of nuclear collisions produced by bombarding ions or particles, the
creation and movement of dislocations can contribute to the forced mixing in multi-phase
alloy systems undergoing severe plastic deformation. In some instances, these processes may
promote the dissolution of phases, depending particularly on the solute-defect interactions
prevalent within an alloy. As a first example, immiscible Ag-Cu alloys can be forced into
solid solution by cryomilling [T.Klassen and Averback, Acta Materialia 1997]. As another
example As another example, in Al-Mg alloys subject to high-pressure torsion (HPT), rather
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than forming the equilibrium phase Al3Mg2, nanoclusters of Mg form near grain bound-
aries due to the significant coupling interaction Mg atoms experience with vacancies [7].
The formation of these nanoclusters could greatly affect the dynamic strain aging of non-
hardenable Al alloys.
Driving materials systems by means of irradiation, severe plastic deformation etc. allow
us to create materials with novel structure and improved properties which wouldnt be
possible through conventional processing methods such as casting or heat treating. This
will be further illustrated in the next section.
2.5 Ball Milling
One very versatile and powerful technique of alloy powder synthesis and processing is
ball milling. Ball milling is a processing technique used to either pulverize samples into finer
and finer powders or as a way to promote solid-state chemical reactions, mechanical alloying,
and to apply severe plastic deformation to a material. In this study, ball milling was chosen
as a means of sample preparation because of its ability to mechanically alloy materials and
create substantial amounts of defects. This enhanced defect state could produce additional
driving force for diffusion and ultimately densification of resultant powders during sintering.
A ball mill generally consists of hardened steel vials or containment unit to place ones
sample and along with it typically steel balls or other hard materials. The vial and the balls
are termed milling media and it is standard practice to ensure these materials are much
harder and stronger than the sample. The ball mill, depending on the type, inputs energy
into the system either by rotating the vial or oscillating it thereby creating an environment
within consisting of the steel balls, or milling media, colliding with the sample. The well-
studied and observed behavior of the system is as follows:
1. Sample is caught between two colliding media, ball-ball or ball-vial wall.
2. The particles caught in between are deformed together and may ultimately weld
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together, possibly assisted by diffusion. This is overall referred to as cold welding.
3. As cold welding continues, some particles weld together and while some fracture with
sufficient collision energy leading to a steady state particle size where the rate at
which particles weld together is equivalent to the rate of fracture.
4. As a result of this process, there is a considerable increase in dislocations and grain
boundary density and a decrease in diffusional distance.
Figure 7 provides a clear representation of the collision events between milling media and
particles. The deformation and morphological changes that occur to the particles will
be dependent on the types of materials being milled based mainly on their mechanical
properties. Systems containing both ductile materials exhibit a unique response; since
Ag and Sn are considered to be ductile, only the ductile-ductile system behavior will be
discussed.
2.5.1 Ductile-ductile system
When two ductile components are milled with one another they first flatten out into
plate-like particles due to the cold welding, or microforging effect that collisions produce.
Continued milling will occur between two or more plate-like particles ultimately creating
particles, which may contain multiple lamellae of the two components. Further milling
and fracturing of these particles produce particles of equiaxed dimensions whose lamellae
are no longer linear. The distance between two lamellae or the two components becomes
so small that as dislocations are produced and pass through the material during milling,
they may cut through lamellae or phase and introduce forced mixing of the components.
The process increases dislocation density as well as reduce grain size all contributing to
decreased diffusion distances between the two components and alloying for true alloying to
take place at the atomic level [1].
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2.7 Figures and Tables
Mechanism No. Transport path Source Sink
1 Surface diffusion Surface Neck
2 Lattice diffusion Surface Neck
3 Vapor transport Surface Neck
4 Boundary diffusion Grain boundary Neck
5 Lattice diffusion Grain boundary Neck
6 Lattice diffusion Dislocation Neck
Table 1: Table of sintering mechanisms, adapted from M.F. Ashby [1]
Figure 1: Diagram of die-attach material and bond between die and substrate.
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Figure 2: Diagram of wire-bonding process[3]
Figure 3: Diagram of ECA. Blue particles represent metal filler embedded in polymer.
Figure 4: Picture of Ag Nanoscale Paste produced by Henkel [4].
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Figure 5: Ag-Sn phase diagram, provided by I. Karakaya & W.T. Thompson, 1987[9].
Figure 6: Effect of solute concentration on recrystallization temperature of Ag [5].
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Figure 7: Diagram of repeated particle welding and fracturing. Particles contain
layers formed from other collision events [10].
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND
METHODS
3.1 Sample Preparation
For each experiment, sample preparation was identical. Powder samples were created
via cryomilling, essentially an adaptation to high-energy ball milling used to minimize the
cold welding of particles. Silver and beta-tin powder was obtained from Alfa Aesar. These
powders were of 99.9% purity, spherical in shape and 4-7 microns in diameter. Samples
of predetermined nominal composition were prepared in an argon inert atmosphere glove
box to avoid contamination and oxidation. These were milled using a SPEX High energy
ball mill in a separate nitrogen gas-filled glove box. This ball mill was adapted in order to
perform the milling at very low temperatures. The temperature of the system was measured
to be approximately −110− 120◦C using a thermocouple placed into contact with the vial.
A schematic of the setup can be seen in Figure 8.
A dewar filled with liquid nitrogen is pressurized with nitrogen gas from an outside
source. The pressurized liquid is introduced into the glove box and then poured on the
vial during milling. In order to achieve the low temperatures mentioned, an approximate
flow rate of 250mL/min is required and this limits milling time to 2 hrs before the dewar
is emptied completely. A ball to powder weight ratio of 5:1 was maintained for all samples
prepared. 5 grams of powder were initially weighed out and after subsequent milling,
approximately 90-95% yield was achieved; the loss can be attributed to the inability to
collect particles that have cold welded either to the milling media or the vial.
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3.2 Microstructural and Phase Evolution During Cryomilling
A first set of experiments was performed to determine how the Ag-Sn system responds
to mechanical alloying at these low temperatures. Much of this experiment involved charac-
terizing the phase evolution during milling for different nominal compositions and determin-
ing the stability of their microstructures upon annealing. Samples of various compositions
were created including that of 6at%Sn, 10at%Sn, 12.5at%Sn and 15at%Sn. These samples
were studied via SEM, XRD, and TEM.
SEM was performed using the Hitachi S-4700 SEM to provide the morphological evolu-
tion of particles. With the prepared powder samples, x-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed
in order to determine the phases present within the sample, compositions of phases based on
peak shifting and also to determine grain size and lattice strain. The Siemens Bruker D5000
Diffractometer was used for all XRD scans and Jade software was utilized for analysis of
the diffraction patterns. All peaks were fitted using a Pseudo-Voigt function with the Jade
MDI software. TEM was performed to get direct confirmation of the microstructural and
phase evolution suggested from XRD measurements1. A JEOL 2010LaB6 TEM was used
for the collection of bright field (BF) micrographs and selected area diffraction patterns
(SADP). A JEOL 2010F (S)TEM was used for HAADF STEM and EDS.
3.3 Sintering
After gaining information on phase evolution during cryomilling, the sintering and
densification was measured for as-milled alloy compositions of 8 and 15at%Sn. These two
compositions were chosen in order to observe any difference in densification originating from
their distinct microstructures, as the 8% is predominantly fcc Ag phase while the other is
predominantly hcp zeta phase, as will be detailed in Chap. 4. Figure 9 provides a diagram
of the sintering apparatus built in house for our investigation. The apparatus works by plac-
ing powder within a die and having that powder be compressed by the downward pressure
1All TEM work was performed by J. Beach
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of a hanging weight; this setup is contained within a vertical furnace. The displacement or
compaction of the powder is measured with an LVDT sensor. The voltage output of the
LVDT sensor is calibrated and can be converted to physical units of displacement (mm).
Temperatures between 250− 350◦C and pressures between 0-7 MPa were tested.
Experiments were performed by first by loading the powder into the die and placing the
weight onto the apparatus. Once steady, data from the LVDT sensor collects for 700-800
seconds before turning on the furnace. Once the furnace reaches target temperature data is
collected for approximately 1hr before data collection is stopped and the furnace is turned
off and left to cool. Each experiment must be run with and without the powder sample to
determine the compaction and displacement produced by the powder alone. As a reference,
the same pure Ag powder used to create the alloy, was tested at 300 and 350◦C at an
applied load of 7 MPa for comparison.
The densities of as-compacted specimens were determined, when possible, by direct
measurement of mass and volume using a microbalance and digital calipers.
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3.4 Figures and Tables
Figure 8: Diagram of cryomilling setup
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Figure 9: Diagram of sintering apparatus
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CHAPTER 4
MICROSTRUCTURAL AND PHASE
EVOLUTION OF AG-SN
4.1 Particle Size and Morphology
It was first observed that high-energy ball milling of Ag-Sn alloys at ambient tempera-
tures results in significant cold welding. This cold welding can be visualized by the presence
of large flakes, millimeters, even centimeters in size. Such particles would not have much
application as low-temperature sintering silver alloys. Large flakes like this would result in
very low packing densities, requiring substantially higher annealing temperatures to reach
full density of the alloy. Cryomilling alone wouldnt solve this problem. A combination of
low temperature environment and alloying with Sn provides favorable particle shapes and
sizes. From Figure 10 it is evident that the alloying addition of Sn has a significant effect
on the resulting particle size achieved after cryomilling. 6at%Sn sample shows a very large
distribution of particle sizes above 300 microns. With continuing addition of Sn this particle
size distribution shifts to lower and lower values as the 15at% Sn sample achieves almost
40% of the sample below 53 microns.
For the Ag-rich single phase region of the phase diagram, see Figure 5 in Chap. 2, only
Ag solid solution exists, and the addition of Sn to the Ag matrix will present increased
compressive elastic stresses to the matrix, which will impede dislocation motion during de-
formation, ultimately resulting in a stronger and most likely more brittle alloy. For the
two-phase Ag + ζ region predicted for compositions of 8-12at%Sn, the transfer of disloca-
tions across the FCC/HCP interface is expected to be difficult, thus also contributing to
strengthening. Further analysis with SEM provides detail of the shape of these particles.
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Figure 11 shows the flake-like shape of the as-milled particles. Such particle shape
indicates that the alloy maintains its ductility even with such low temperature deformation.
The amount of flake like particles is greatest for the 6at%Sn alloy. The 10at%Sn sample
shows a reduction in distribution of very large aspect ratio particles indicating that the alloy
is becoming increasingly brittle with Sn addition. The 15at% Sn sample, seen in Figure 13
shows the smallest of particle sizes between samples and more indication that steady state
particle size has been achieved or nearing achievement.
4.2 As-milled Powder Characterization
4.2.1 XRD
Beginning with the 6at% Sn sample, Figure 14, we find that there is no presence of Sn
diffraction peaks, nor is there presence of a second phase such as the zeta. By measuring
the peak shifting of the Ag(111) peak, correcting for instrumental peak shifting through
reference to the Si(111) peak, the interplanar spacing for the Ag(111) is calculated and
compared with data provided by Owen et al[1] in order to find the amount of Sn in Ag solid
solution [1]. Data provided in Figure 15.
Using the data provided by Owen et al., 7±1.1at% Sn is found to be in Ag solid solution.
Given the error associated with the measurement it is possible to conclude that all of the
Sn has gone into Ag solid solution without the formation of any secondary phases. Scherrer
analysis of the as-milled samples is provided in Table 2.
Analysis of the 10at%Sn sample, Figure 16, shows the presence of both the Ag solid
solution phase as well as zeta phase. 10±1.2at% Sn is measured to be in Ag solid solution.
In regards to crystallite size and strain determination, the zeta phase is assumed to share
similar grain size and strain with the Ag solid solution. A similar compositional analysis
can be done for the zeta phase composition, as was done for the Ag solid solution. King
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and Massalski provided lattice parameter measurements for the zeta phase as a function of
Sn composition [2].
Calculating interplanar spacing for the zeta(101) peak with the provided lattice pa-
rameters, it was possible to determine the Sn composition of zeta. Through this analysis,
one finds a Sn composition of 24±3.1at% for the zeta phase of the 10at%Sn alloy. Such a
phase is much richer in Sn than the phase diagram predicts. King and Massalski report the
presence of a second phase, that of epsilon, when Sn compositions of 22.5at% or greater are
measured [2].
The Ag(111) peak is still visible for the 15at%Sn alloy, Figure 17, and overlaps with the
zeta(002) peak. Analysis of the interplanar spacing for the Ag(111) and the zeta(101) peak
shows 8.6±3.3at% of Sn in Ag and 26.6±1.9at% of Sn in the zeta phase. As presented in
the 10at%Sn sample, the zeta phase is much richer in Sn than expected when considering
the phase diagram of the Ag-Sn system when applying the Lever Rule.
4.2.2 TEM
Because the results of XRD analysis suggest non-equilibrium Sn composition in the
zeta phase, TEM was performed in order to verify the existence of such precipitates, verify
grain size and composition, and study the overall microstructure of these alloys. Figures
18-21 provide BF micrographs and SADP analysis of the 10at%Sn as-milled alloy. The
microstructure has clear signs of deformation given by the presence of strain contrast and
twinning. The Ag phase is the majority phase of lighter contrast and regions of uniform
darker contrast are the minority zeta phase. Also prevalent is sign of twinning. This is
expected in both Ag and the zeta phase. Ag is a low stacking fault material resulting in
increased difficulty for dislocation cross-slip or climb; this leads to twinning as a way of
accommodating the strain when not enough slip systems are available. zeta phase, being a
non-ordered HCP phase, also exhibits twinning due to the same effect of a limited number
of slip systems.
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From the SADP, it is possible to estimate the composition of the zeta phase. Assuming
the brightest rings are that of Ag with 7at% Sn in solid solution, the interplanar spacing
was measured for the zeta(101) diffraction spots and a similar procedure for the XRD anal-
ysis was carried out to measure the composition of Sn in zeta. Doing so for five SADPs
taken from different areas of the sample, one measures compositions of 13.2, 20.7, 23.8,
25.2±2at%Sn. This result suggests that zeta phase grains vary in Sn composition. The
presence of zeta phase which is rich in Sn and that which is poor in Sn. Suggests that either
milling has resulted in an extended steady-state solubility, or that steady-state has not yet
been reached. We note however that the SADP analysis and that of XRD does not provide
a direct way to determine the composition of the Ag matrix or zeta phase. We thus used
spectroscopic measurements to evaluate the overall Sn composition.
HAADF EDS made it possible to measure phase compositions directly. Figure 22 pro-
vides the micrograph of the analyzed region, and Table 3 contains the results of the EDS
analysis. Different regions of the microstructure are visible using this HAADF. In this case
the matrix, that of Ag, is of darker contrast and the zeta phase is lighter. Performing a
point scan of these different regions we can obtain some representative composition data
for the Ag matrix and zeta phase. The Ag matrix is measured to be 2.9±2.2at%Sn while
the zeta phase grain analyzed consists of 19.5±1.5at% Sn.
4.3 Effects of Annealing
The as-milled samples were subject to annealing at 250 and 450◦C for 1hr in order
to determine how the microstructure would be affected. The results from this experiment
shed light onto the stability of these alloys during potential heat treatments or operational
service. Figure 23 shows the response of the 6at%Sn sample to annealing. Originally with
all Sn in Ag solid solution, no further reactions are seen after annealing owing to the ab-
sence of Sn diffraction peaks and no significant change in measured Sn composition of the
Ag solid solution outside of the measurement error.
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The key observations obtained from the annealing experiment pertain to the 10at%Sn
and 15at%Sn sample reactions. The 10at%Sn sample, seen in Figure 24, remains a two phase
mixture, however, the measured Sn in the zeta phase reduces to 14.2, and 13.3±1.3at%Sn for
the 250◦C and 450◦C anneal respectively. The 15at%Sn sample upon annealing is no longer
two phase and transforms to single phase zeta, Figure 25. The Sn concentration within the
zeta phase for the 15at%Sn sample, similarly reduces to 17.0 and 16.5±0.8at%Sn for the
250 and 450◦C anneals respectively. It appears that the anomalous phase mixtures and
phase compositions become normalized after annealing just at 250◦C for 1hr, and are in
agreement with the equilibrium phase diagram. Scherrer Analysis of all samples is provided
in Table 4.
4.4 Two-Step Milling Experiments
The attainment of a non-equilibrium two-phase coexistence and non-equilibrium com-
positions for the as-milled samples combined with the disappearance of such behavior upon
annealing led to employ two-step milling experiments to determine whether the system had
reached steady-state after the first 2hrs of cryomilling. Powders were first cryomilled for
2hrs, then annealed, and subsequently re-milled to see whether or not the effects seen were
a cause of insufficient milling or if there was a memory or metastable state achieved due
to competing kinetic processes. Both of the anomalous effects occur for the compositions
between 10 and 15at%Sn so to best analyze this effect the three compositions were chosen:
10, 12.5 and 15at%Sn.
The 10at% sample in Figure 26, originally exhibiting presence of zeta, no longer showed
presence of zeta phase. Instead it was found that all of the Sn had gone into Ag solid-
solution. The 12.5at%Sn sample can be seen in Figure 27 where all three conditions are
shown. The as-milled state is similar to that of the 10at%Sn sample except there is a larger
presence of zeta phase within the alloy. Upon annealing of this sample to 250◦C for 1hr,
a two-phase coexistence between Ag and zeta is formed. With further milling, Sn goes
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into solution with a measured composition of 16.3±1.4at%. Finally, the 15at%Sn sample
in Figure 28, initially consisting of all zeta phase after annealing, remained a single phase
alloy of just zeta after re-milling, with a measured 21.6±2.5at%Sn in the zeta phase. These
results suggest that the system does not achieve steady-state equilibrium during first 2hrs
of milling, although further spectroscopic measurements are required. The results of the
Scherrer Analysis for the 10, 12.5 and 15at%Sn are provided in Table 4.
4.5 XRF Composition Determination
Due to the nature of ball milling and mechanical alloying, it is expected that the
composition of the collected powder after milling be different than the nominal composition
prepared before milling. Much of the time, the softer constituent of the alloy becomes
welded to either the vial wall or milling media, never undergoing complete mixing. This
should produce a measurable effect in collected sample composition. This effect was indeed
observed in our study. XRF was performed for the 10, 12.5 and 15at%Sn sample for all
three conditions: that of the first mill, subsequent annealing, and the second mill and the
measured Ag and Sn concentrations are listed in Table 5.
4.6 Discussion
The key points of discussion for these experiments are particle size and morphology,
composition of phases, and the question of steady-state for this system. The particle size
of as-milled powders varies with Sn concentration. The 15at%Sn sample achieves a mean
particle size of 50 microns. The particles used for low-temperature sintering silver pastes
are on the order of 150-50 nanometers. The particles produced via cryomilling are much
larger and would expect to experience less sintering pressure than those of the silver paste.
Even though milling is occurring at −110◦C, there is still substantial cold welding between
particles leading them to take on the flake-like shapes they have. Each milling is only for
2hrs, and given the large fraction of flake-like particles it is probable that these alloys are
still in the initial stages of ball milling or that significant diffusion still takes place at low
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temperatures. If one wanted to reduce particle size even further they can consider milling
further until steady-state sizes are achieved or they may choose to add a process control
agent (PCA) such as stearic acid or an organic solvent such as hexane or toluene.
4.6.1 As-milled powders
The XRD results for the 6at%Sn samples were unsurprising. The 6at%Sn sample shows
no unexpected behavior as the alloy was single phase Ag and all Sn went into Ag solution.
This result follows that suggested by the Ag-Sn phase diagram. The 10, 12.5 and 15at%Sn
samples did, however, present some unexpected results. All three as-milled alloys were two-
phase consisting of both Ag solid solution and zeta phase. This is predicted for the 10 and
12.5at%Sn alloys, given the solubility of Sn in Ag to be 8at% at room temperature, but not
for the 15at%Sn.
When analyzing the Sn concentration within the zeta phase of the 10, 12.5 and 15at%Sn
as milled alloys, the results are also anomalous. The concentration of Sn in the zeta phase
for each as-milled alloy respectively is approximately 24, 24, and 27at%Sn which suggests
that the zeta phase concentration is non-lever rule dependent given that the boundary be-
tween two phase Ag + zeta and single phase zeta to occur at 12at%Sn at room temperature.
All three XRD measured compositions also tend to suggest that the intermetallic compound
Ag3Sn has formed, but considering the substantial heat of formation associated with or-
dered compounds and the absence of characteristic diffraction peaks of the intermetallic
compound, it is assumed that the zeta phase present is simply richer in Sn than predicted
by the phase diagram.
The annealing and re-milling experiments were performed in order to understand the
reason for these unexpected results. Upon annealing all three alloys reverted back to a
state closer to the prediction of the phase diagram. Clearly the as-milled powders do not
represent the equilibrium state of the alloys studied.
The re-milling experiment provided an explanation for the behavior of the initial as-
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milled powders. The re-milled 10, and 12.5at%Sn samples showed only presence of the Ag
solid solution while the 15at%Sn sample remains single phase zeta. From this experiment
it is concluded that the initial as-milled state is in fact a result of the incomplete mixing of
the bulk powders. After 2hrs of milling there are still regions rich in Ag and those of Sn
which havent fully mixed yet; with further milling the extension of Sn solubility in Ag is
achieved in both the 10 and 12.5at%Sn samples, and the 15at%Sn sample reaches complete
mixing. TEM analysis also provides evidence for this. SADPs analysis suggest multiple
compositions for diffracting zeta grains, ranging from 13.2 to 25.2at%Sn and an average of
20.6at%Sn. These SADPs provide a snapshot of this incomplete mixing. This, however,
does not provide an explanation for all anomalous results seen.
4.6.2 XRF-XRD disagreement
Of particular interest is the disagreement between XRD and XRF determined Sn com-
positions within phases. XRF was utilized, specifically, to ensure that XRD measured Sn
compositions were coherent with overall sample chemistry. XRF results for the 10, 12.5
and 15-at%Sn samples show that the samples are richer in Sn than their respective nomi-
nal compositions, proving that cold welding of Ag to the vial and milling media occurred.
Comparison of overall Sn composition measured with XRF and Sn composition of phases
measured by XRD is non-trivial when dealing with two-phase mixtures and requires ac-
curate phase fraction analysis. The comparison simplifies when dealing with single phase
alloy as presented by 10, 12.5, and 15at%Sn re-milled samples. The 10 and 15at%Sn sam-
ples show disagreement between XRF and XRD measured Sn concentrations outside of the
measured XRD error. The 12.5at%Sn sample, on the other hand, does show agreement
between XRF and XRD taking into account the error present in XRD measurements.
10at%Sn Sample
XRD measurement of the Sn concentration in Ag solid solution shows 9.2±1.1 at%Sn in
Ag while XRF shows the alloy to contain 13.8at%Sn. Because XRF is a direct measurement
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of the composition, the disagreement must lie within the XRD results, in particular the
shifting of the Ag(111) peak. Shifting of Bragg peaks can be caused uniform strain in a
material or by first class defects; these defects include point defects, point defect complexes,
stacking faults, and small dislocation loops [3]. These types of defects result in change in
lattice vectors with respect to the defect-free crystal and thereby change the reciprocal
lattice vectors as well. The disagreement for the Sn composition for the 10at%Sn sample is
the cause by the Ag(111) peak shifting towards higher angles.. Stacking faults have been
shown to cause significant (hkl) dependent Bragg peak shifting in fcc materials and can be
seen by shifting of (111) peaks to higher angles and (200) peaks to lower angles [4]. The
relation to stacking fault density and Bragg peak shifting is given by equations reported by
Warren [4].
∆(2θ111) = 90
√
3αtanθ111/pi
2(14) Eq.(1)
∆(2θ200) = −90
√
3αtanθ200/pi
2(12) Eq.(2)
Alpha represents the stacking fault probability and is equal to the average number of atomic
planes between two faults. TEM BF micrographs prove the existence of stacking faults and
twinning faults throughout the 10at%Sn microstructure. Taking the difference in peak
shifts for the Ag(111) and Ag(200) peaks provides the most accurate determination of the
stacking faults effect by negating any effects of sample positioning within the diffractometer
or the inherent shifting due to Sn solute atoms. Doing such analysis reveals the difference
in peaks shift when comparing as-milled and as-annealed samples.
The 10 and 12.5at%Sn samples were analyzed for the (hkl) dependent Bragg peak shift-
ing. Two important relationships can be seen, the 10at%Sn sample experiences larger
anomalous shifting than the 12.5at%Sn sample. Assuming the shifts are caused by stacking
faults, this result can be explained in two ways, the 10at%Sn alloy has a larger fraction of
the FCC phase present for the first mill, and always has a lesser amount of solute within
solution Since the stacking fault energy is lowest for pure Ag, addition of solute decreases
stacking fault probability. The Ag-Sn system was studied before in regards to stacking
fault density. The second relationship seen is that for each composition the re-milled or
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2nd mill case experiences greater peak shifting. This result is also expected as both 10 and
12.5at%Sn samples contain zeta phase in their 1st as-milled microstructures, the 12.5at%Sn
having the greatest of the two. For this reason the peak shifting is not as prominent and for
the 12.5at%Sn sample non-existent. This (hkl) dependent Bragg peak shifting is evidence
that stacking faults are probable cause for the anomalous Sn composition measurement
within XRD.
15at%Sn Sample
The re-milled 15at%Sn sample exhibits the opposite effect of that for the 10 and
12.5at%Sn sample. XRD results suggest 21.6at% Sn in the zeta phase while XRF con-
cludes there to be only 17.4at% Sn in the overall sample. This result is quite surprising
given that the XRD measured concentration of Sn in the annealed zeta phase was 16.5at%Sn
and after re-milling this value increases by 5at%Sn. The only explanation for this is an-
other anomalous peak shifting occurring for the zeta(101) peak. Specifically it is shifting
towards lower angles after the repeated milling of the annealed sample. Stacking faults,
attributed with the 10at%Sn sample peak shifting, cannot explain the behavior seen for
the 15at%Sn sample. HCP materials experience (hkl) dependent peak broadening, but do
not experience Bragg peak shifting as a result of stacking faults [19]. This behavior can
be explained however by the presence of another type of defects, that of dislocation loops.
Dislocation loops, depending on the size, have the ability to produce compressive stresses
along a particular atomic place of atoms in turn affecting the reciprocal lattice vectors and
shifting affected Bragg peaks to smaller lower angles [4]. In order to determine whether or
not dislocation loops are the cause of this shift in Bragg peak further experiments must be
performed particularly involving TEM to visualize the dislocation loops.
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4.8 Figures and Tables
Figure 10: Particle size histogram for 6, 10, and 15at%Sn alloys.
As-milled sample Crystallite size Lattice Strain
6-at%Sn 48nm 0.520%
10-at%Sn 26nm 0.606%
15-at%Sn 28nm 0.564%
Table 2: Scherrer analysis of as-milled samples
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Figure 11: SEM micrograph of 6-at%Sn as-milled powder
Figure 12: SEM micrograph of 10-at%Sn as-milled powder
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Figure 13: SEM micrograph of 15-at%Sn as-milled powder
Annealed sample Temperature Crystallite size Lattice Strain
6at%Sn 250◦C 70nm 0.085%
6at%Sn 450◦C 97nm 0.077%
10at%Sn 250◦C 72nm 0.071%
10at%Sn 450◦C 80nm 0.080%
15at%Sn 250◦C 65nm 0.066%
15at%Sn 450◦C 93nm 0.056%
Table 3: Scherrer analysis of annealed samples
As-milled sample Crystallite size Lattice Strain
10at%Sn 44nm 0.542%
12.5-at%Sn 29nm 0.362%
15-at%Sn 35nm 0.316%
Table 4: Scherrer analysis of re-milled samples
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Figure 14: XRD pattern for 6%Sn as-milled alloy
Sample Mill Mill + Anneal Mill + Anneal + Mill
10-at%Sn 13.842at%Sn 13.765at%Sn 13.802at%Sn
12.5-at%Sn 15.300at%Sn 15.303at%Sn 15.288at%Sn
15-at%Sn 17.236at%Sn 17.447at%Sn 17.240at%Sn
Table 5: XRF determined Sn concentrations
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Figure 15: Sn effect on Ag lattice parameter[1]
1st mill ∆SF α
−1 2nd mill ∆SF α−1
10-at%Sn +0.123◦ 37 10-at%Sn +0.414◦ 11
12.5at%Sn -0.013◦ -340* 12.5at%Sn +0.293◦ 15
Table 6: Formulated peak shifts and corresponding stacking fault probabilities.
∆SF = ∆2θ111 −∆2θ200.α−1 = number of (111) planes between stacking faults.
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Figure 16: XRD pattern for 10%Sn as-milled alloy
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Figure 17: XRD pattern for 15%Sn as-milled alloy
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Figure 18: TEM BF micrograph of 10at%Sn as-milled powder
Figure 19: Corresponding SADP to Figure 18
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Figure 20: TEM micrograph of 10at%Sn as-milled powder, zeta phase circled in black.
Figure 21: TEM micrograph of 10at%Sn as-milled powder, zeta phase circled in black.
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Figure 22: HAADF micrograph of 10at%Sn as-milled powder, red cross hairs mark
EDS point scans. 1 Ag matrix, 2 zeta grain.
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Figure 23: XRD pattern of 6at%Sn sample annealing experiment.
Figure 24: XRD pattern of 10at%Sn sample annealing experiment.
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Figure 25: XRD pattern of 15at%Sn sample annealing experiment.
Figure 26: XRD pattern of 10at%Sn sample re-mill experiment.
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Figure 27: XRD pattern of 10at%Sn sample re-mill experiment.
Figure 28: XRD pattern of 10at%Sn sample re-mill experiment.
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CHAPTER 5
SINTERING BEHAVIOR OF AG-SN
ALLOYS
5.1 Ag-8at%Sn and Ag-15at%Sn Sintering Comparison
Two alloys were prepared, one consisting predominantly of Ag solid solution, 8at%Sn,
and the other predominantly zeta phase, 15at%Sn. These as-milled powders were sieved to
particle size < 150 microns. The densification of these as-milled powders as a function of
temperature can be seen in Figures 29 and 30.
Both the 8 and 15at%Sn alloys experience compaction, except only one of the 8at%Sn
alloys had sufficient mechanical integrity to be removed from the die, and its measured
density was 41%. The 8at%Sn alloy also showed no response with varying temperature.
Given the low density and inability to manipulate compacts, this result shows poor, if any,
densification occurred. The 15at%Sn alloy shows increased compaction and response to
temperature compared with the 8at%Sn alloy. Resulting compacts were strong enough to
have their density measured and were 49, 52 and 53% for the 250, 275 and 300◦C 3 MPa
conditions respectively.
Along with temperature, stress was as a densification variable and the response of the
15at%Sn alloy can be seen in Figure 31. The application of larger stresses increases the
density of the 15at%Sn alloy. It must be acknowledged that even though higher densities
are achieved for higher applied loads, that doesnt imply necessarily that the measured com-
paction will be greater than those of lesser loads. For example, the 15at%Sn alloy sintered
at 250◦C 7 MPa is denser than that of 300◦C 3 MPa, but the compaction seen during the
experiment is greater for the 3 MPa, less dense case. This paradox can be resolved by rec-
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ognizing that the data shown only reflects the compaction after the furnace has been turned
on, so any compaction that were to happen due to the extra applied load is not observable.
It is therefore not possible to directly compare experiments with differing temperature and
stress.
SEM micrographs provided in Figures 32 and 33 show the as-compacted 15at%Sn alloy.
At first glance the compact appears to just consist of tightly packed particles, but upon
further inspection agglomeration of smaller particles is evident and there are even signs
of bridging between particles especially in Figure 33. Overall the microstructure seems
consistent with the measured density of 53%.
5.2 Sintering at High Temperature, 350◦C
The compacts produced, even at 300◦C, are still fragile and can even be broken apart
in ones hands. In an attempt to produce samples of higher density the 15at%Sn alloy was
sintered at 350◦C with an applied load of 0, 3, and 7 MPa.
Figure 34 shows the response of the 15at%Sn alloy now at higher temperatures. There
is no clear densification occurring according to the LVDT voltage response for the 0 MPa
case. Increasing the stress also increases the density of the sintered compact from 59 to 65%
for the 3 MPa and 7 MPa cases respectively. The resultant compacts are much stronger
than those formed at lower temperatures and do not experience flaking or crumbling upon
manipulation. SEM micrographs provided in Figures 35 and 36 should be compared with
that of Figure 32 to visualize the difference between 15at%Sn samples sintered at 300◦C
and those at 350◦C. The 15at%Sn alloy shows significant decrease in pore size; what appear
to be large particles, on the order of 200 microns, are in many cases smaller particles that
have sintered together with others.
Figures 37 and 38 show the 15% alloy compacted pellet cross-section. This cross section
is obtained by breaking the pellet into two pieces down the center. The edges of the pellet
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do appear to be less densely packed than of the center. Figure 39 shows the center of the
pellet, where particles near the surface and towards the middle can be seen. There are no
significant differences in density along the center of the pellet upon visual inspection.
5.3 Pure Ag Reference
Because the 15at%Sn alloy densified best at 350◦C and 7 MPa, pure Ag powder was
tested under the same conditions for reference, notice however that these powders are spher-
ical in shape and are 4-7 microns in size. It is important to mention that the same mass
of powder used for the 8 and 15at%Sn alloy tests, 600mg, could not be used for the pure
Ag because only 450mg of powder fit within the die. The pure Ag compacts reach densities
of 46% and 54% respectively for the 300 and 350◦C cases. These compacts produced al-
though sharing similar densities with those created from the 8 and 15at%Sn alloy, are much
stronger and resilient to crumbling with manipulation. Figures 40 and 41 shows a similar
cross section made for the pure Ag sample and Figure 42 provides a representative picture
of the sintering taken place.
5.4 Discussion
The 15%Sn alloy clearly densifies to a greater extent than the 8at%Sn alloy for the same
temperature and applied load. This is expected as the 15at%Sn alloy has a lower melting
point than the 8at%Sn alloy. With a lower melting point, the homologous temperature
of the 15at%Sn alloy is greater during sintering and this allows for increased neck growth
between particles. What is most surprising is the relative densities achieved by the 15at%Sn
alloy compared to the pure Ag powder. Although the pure Ag powder experienced greater
compaction than the 15at%Sn alloy, the 15at%Sn alloy experienced greater densification.
The pure Ag powder consists of spherically shaped particles 4-7 microns in size; the 15at%Sn
alloy however, has the large majority of particles between 20 and 150 microns. It was noted
before that less pure Ag powder would fit loosely packed into the die compared to the as-
milled samples. One reason for the higher relative density reached by the 15at%Sn alloy
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may be because the large aspect ratio of the as-milled powders allows for higher packing
densities. These flake-like particles may lay on top of one another resulting in higher loose-
packed densities. The pure Ag powder consists of smaller particles that have adhered to
one another in larger agglomerations. Although the particles themselves are much smaller,
the agglomerations themselves do not fill space as well as the flattened particles of the
15at%Sn alloy. On the other hand, the defect density of the as-milled sample is much
higher than that of the pure Ag powder and should contribute significantly to the processes
of grain boundary and lattice diffusion. In reality both the shape of the particles and defect
density will contribute to the sintering and densification of the alloy except the relative
contributions for this experiment are unknown.
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5.5 Figures and Tables
Figure 29: Compaction as a function of temperature for the 8at%Sn alloy.
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Figure 30: Compaction as a function of temperature for the 15at%Sn alloy.
Figure 31: Compaction as a function of applied load for the 15at%Sn alloy.
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Figure 32: SEM micrographs for the 15at%Sn alloys sintered at 300◦C with a 3MPa
applied load.
Figure 33: SEM micrographs for the 15at%Sn alloys sintered at 300◦C with a 3MPa
applied load.
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Figure 34: Compaction as a function of temperature for the 15at%Sn alloy.
Figure 35: SEM micrograph of pellet surface of sintered 15at%Sn alloy at 350◦C and
7MPa applied load.
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Figure 36: SEM micrograph of 15at%Sn alloy sintered at 350◦C and 7MPa showing
the surface.
Figure 37: SEM micrograph of 15at%Sn alloy sintered at 350◦C and 7MPa showing
the macroscopic cross section.
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Figure 38: SEM micrograph of 15at%Sn alloy sintered at 350◦C and 7MPa showing
cross section of the pellet middle.
Figure 39: SEM micrograph of 15at%Sn alloy sintered at 350◦C and 7MPa showing
cross section of center of pellet.
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Figure 40: Compaction as a function of temperature for the Pure Ag sample.
Figure 41: SEM micrograph of Pure Ag pellet cross section sintered at 350◦C and
7MPa.
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Figure 42: SEM micrograph of Pure Ag pellet sintering sintered at 350◦C and 7MPa.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary
In Chap. 4 the particle morphology and microstructural evolution was investigated for
cryomilled samples of 6, 10, 12.5 and 15at%Sn in Ag. These alloys upon first milling, al-
though reaching grain sizes of 20-40 nanometers, do not achieve complete mixing. Annealing
these alloys revert them to their equilibrium states predicted by the Ag-Sn phase diagram.
Further cryomilling of these alloys results in complete dissolution of Sn solute atoms into
the Ag matrix for all alloys apart from the 15at%Sn alloy. The absence of zeta phase in the
12.5at%Sn alloy combined with the XRF compositional analysis confirms cryomilling may
extend the solid solubility of Sn in Ag from 8 to 15.4at%Sn at room temperature. Further
milling of the 15at%Sn annealed alloy only broadens the existing Bragg peaks indicating
no further reactions occurring and complete mixing.
It is proposed that stacking faults within the as-milled microstructure result in anoma-
lous measured Sn concentrations in the Ag solid solution and may account for the lower
than expected XRD measured Sn composition for the 10at%Sn sample. Evidence for this
is provided by the (hkl) dependent peak shifting seen between annealed and re-milled sam-
ples. The as-milled structure presents similar problems for the 15%Sn alloy where XRD
measured Sn concentrations for the zeta phase is higher than expected. This is believed to
be the effect of small dislocation loops present within the zeta phase.
In Chap. 5 the as-milled 8 and 15at%Sn alloys were tested for their sinterability for a
range of temperature and applied loads. The 8at%Sn alloy showed little to no signs of den-
sification and their compact densities couldnt be measured due to their lack of mechanical
integrity. The 15at%Sn alloys show much improved densification compared to the 8at%Sn
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sample and a compact density of 65% is achieved when sintering at 350◦C and with an
applied load of 7 MPa. The density achieved by the 15at%Sn alloys was higher than that
of pure Ag powder of spherical particle shape and of order smaller particle size. The reason
for the higher density is unclear, although it is hypothesized that a combination of defect
density and particle shape allow for higher densities of the 15at%Sn alloy.
6.2 Future Work
Proof of stacking faults Bragg peak shifting for the 10at%Sn alloy requires further TEM
analysis. Particularly stacking fault density and grain size should be measured directly for
the studied alloys. These results should be compared with a proper Fourier analysis of
the x-ray diffraction patterns to determine the contribution stacking faults have on peak
broadening and shifting. Similarly for the 15at%Sn alloy, evidence of defect clusters or
dislocation loops is necessary to explain the anomalous peak shifting of the zeta(101) peak;
this would also require further TEM analysis. In regards to the sintering experiment,
samples of Ag-Sn of similar particle size the that of the pure Ag powder should be utilized
in determining the reason why the 15%Sn alloy sinters to higher densities. This study
provided valuable insight into the mechanical alloying behavior of the Ag-Sn system as
well as the sinterability of these alloys. These results could be supplemented by additional
research directions, in particular altering the alloy content and particle size.
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